
How did safe and effective vaccines 
get created so quickly?

I heard the vaccines use a new 
technology, never before 
administered. Should I 
be concerned?

Rapid identification of the SARS-CoV-2 
protein that was used to produce 
the vaccine. 

The availability of large research funding 
for vaccine discovery and a huge 
global collaboration.

Research on the coronavirus family, of which 
SARS-CoV-2 belongs to, dates back more than 50 years. 
It includes viruses that were already known to us: 
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, which caused epidemics in 
2003 and 2012. This accumulated data allowed 
scientists to quickly identify the target that is used to 
make vaccines against COVID-19. 1

While research often faces a funding gap, in the case of 
COVID-19, organizations have invested heavily to 
ensure that this is no longer the case.

In addition, the borderless collaboration of professionals 
(researchers, physicians, pharmaceutical companies, and 
others) has led to an accelerated sharing of information 
like never before. 2
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The technologies used to make vaccines 
(DNA or RNA based) against viruses are not 
entirely new.

The vaccine validation process has been in 
place for years.

Knowledge about RNA and DNA vaccines has been 
accumulating for about 20 years. So, by the time 
SARS-CoV-2 needed to be tackled in 2020, all the key 
    elements to make safe and e�ective 
    vaccines against COVID-19 were already 
    in place.

The success of the COVID-19 vaccines 
is based on several aspects, some of which 
have been developing for many years. 

Some explanations here:
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This means that the 
 vaccines are safe 
  and effective!

COVID-19 vaccines licensed by Health Canada (and by 
the FDA in the United States and the EMA in the 
European Union) have followed strict protocols that 
have been designed and re�ned to ensure vaccine 
safety and e�cacy. 

Now, if there was one advantage that the COVID-19 
vaccine had, it was that everything was available and all 
the protocols were already well designed. By having so 
many people infected (tens of thousands) in a 
very short period, it made it possible to speed 
up the clinical testing phases because enough 
people were in the placebo vs. vaccine groups. 

The vaccines authorized in Canada have gone 
through Phase 3 clinical trials. These trials have 
con�rmed e�cacy and monitored adverse events. 
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